ROUTE 3: 2,5 kilometers in the south of STUDANKY

start:

MNICHOVICE, turn left the second junction in the centre of MNICHOVICE

distance:

approx. 4 kilometers, (2,5 km to the border, another 1,5 to the first pick-up-point

walking_time:

allow a minimum of 1 hour 40 minutes

termination:

small country road between DUERNAU and AFFETSCHLAG

this route starts between the czech and the austrian frontier station /// after the second duty-free
follow the first small road on the right /// after about 1.000 meters you walk again into the forest ///
again on the clearing ceep left and walk into the trees /// after 20 meters you reach a clearing ///
follow the row of trees on the left hand side /// but keep on the right side of the tree-row /// they
guide you to the border-brook /// follow the small path along the border-brook to the right /// you
see one boundary stone /// after 100 meters there is a marked rock /// again after 20 meters there is
another boundary stone at the border-brook /// there leave the brook to the left /// after 15 meters
begins a carriage-road /// follow it uphill /// after 20 meters is a turn to the left /// after 15 meters
take the road to the right (it goes uphill and it is grassy /// after 25 meters take the turn on the right
/// then follow the wide carriage-road to the left /// it brings you up to the road between Affetschlag
and Weigetschlag /// arrange a pick up (the name of the carriage-road is Forststrasse AffetschlägerBerg)

Please be sure to read the "General Tips for Refugees" carefully!

again on the clearing ceep left and follow the row of trees on the left hand side

when you see this marked rock follow the border-brook further 20 meters to the boundary stone

